CODING CORNER

Coding Consistency
EVALUATION AND MANAGEMENT (E&M) CODING CHALLENGES
By Holly Louie, RN, CHBME

U

nlike surgical specialties that have

It is important to note that the CPT

What is the proper documentation for

hundreds of CPT codes to choose

manual was developed by physicians

past, family, social history (PFSH)? To

from, E&M services are limited to a

for physicians. While basic documen-

many physicians, stating that the family

handful of choices. They all have the

tation guidelines are set out and supple-

history is “noncontributory” or that the

same key components and the same

mented by clinical examples, the CPT

past history is “negative” is appropriate

basic rules. To the uninitiated, therefore,

guidelines are based on the premise that

and conveys the necessary information to

it may seem that coding these services

the physician knows what needs to be

other health care providers. To a Medicare

should be easier. In reality, accurate

documented both for patient care and

carrier, these comments are deemed to

coding for E&M services is one of a

to communicate with medical profes-

be equivalent to “not documented” and

coder’s greatest challenges.

sionals. CMS, as well as other payors,

no credit is given in a review. Explaining

believe very specific elements must be

to physicians why modifying the

Numerous studies have demonstrated

statement to say “The patient has never

that the most proficient coders
frequently disagree on the correct code.
The reasons for this coding inconsis-

To further compound

tency are numerous: medical decision

the confusion, there

making involves subjectivity, medical

are really three sets of

necessity is interpreted differently, physi-

ization” is acceptable, while saying
“negative” is not, is a tough job since

cians “overdocument,” and payor inter-

E&M documentation

pretations and instructions regarding

and coding guidelines.

the most basic concepts are inconsistent.

had any previous illness or hospital-

they state the same thing. CMS recognized and corrected this issue with later
interpretations, but will not apply it to

To further compound the confusion,

the 95 guidelines.
Where do you count allergies? In questions and answers with CMS, physicians

there are really three sets of E&M docu-

documented to support medical

were told that allergies could be

mentation and coding guidelines: the

necessity and that a counted scoring

considered past history OR part of the

CPT book and two significantly different

methodology is necessary to review

review of systems. Currently, some

guidelines published by CMS. The CMS

E&M coding accuracy.

carriers have written that comments such

guidelines are commonly referred to as

While this may result in some level of

as “No known allergies” or “Allergic to

the 95 and 97 guidelines and have been

coding consistency, the real result is that

penicillin” cannot be considered part of

widely adopted by commercial payors.

the

the

the review of systems and are always

Although the American Medical Asso-

complexity of patient care and physician

past history. Unfortunately, the written

ciation (AMA) collaborated with CMS

knowledge, expertise, and communi-

guidance has not always been formally

(then HCFA) in the development of the

cation to a mathematical formula. Physi-

published by the carrier.

E&M documentation guidelines and

cians believe both the 95 and 97 guide-

What is a complete physician exami-

published the guidelines in CPT Assistant,

lines

of

nation? Although both CPT and the

the CPT manual does not incorporate

information that is irrelevant to the care

E&M Documentation Guidelines describe

either set in totality. CMS published a

of the patient. This article focuses on

a complete examination as eight or more

third set of guidelines in draft format

some of the common coding dilemmas

organ systems, many payors have

that were ultimately dropped and the

when applying CPT guidelines and

allowed a mix and match of anatomic

AMA formally withdrew from partici-

Medicare carrier interpretations of the

areas and organ systems. Other carriers

pation in a fourth set.

1995 E&M guidelines.

methodology

require

reduces

documentation
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adhere to the organ system requirement.

Live HBMA Webcast

Some payors will count specific comments
as an organ system, i.e., “no cervical
lymphadenopathy” for the lymphatic
system and others will only give credit if
the “complete” system is assessed.
The Emergency Medicine caveat: When
coding emergency department E&M
codes, the coding guidelines permit
coding the highest level of service,
without documenting the required key
components, within the constraints
imposed by the patient’s condition. In other
words, it is recognized that emergencies
take precedence over the need to

SMART CONTRACTS/
SMART LAWSUITS

Register on-line at
www.hbma.com

An Educational Program for Owners & Senior Managers of
Third-Party Medical Billing Companies
Presented by Dick Keenan, Esquire & Tom Laffey, Esquire
Law Offices of Folger, Levin & Kahn
This educational program, designed for Owners & Senior Managers of
Third-Party Medical Billing Companies, will focus on:
▲ Contracting with medical practice groups with the goal of minimizing
client disputes

not extend to any other E&M codes.

▲ Identifying contract provisions that ensure your contracts are clear as to
what is expected of both parties

This failure to recognize other specialties

▲ Identifying contract provisions to deal with potential client disputes

that frequently treat patients in the emer-

▲ Evaluating your liability exposure to a client when sued

capture information. This caveat does

gency department, but must report
services using another category of E&M
codes, such as hospital admission, results

▲ Errors & Omissions Insurance within your contract
▲ Advice on how best to defend your company in litigation

different coding rules.

▲ Working effectively with your attorney when client disputes have to be
decided in court or by arbitration

What can we do? E&M coding is a

DATE: Wednesday, July 21, 2005

in the same situation having completely

continued focus of CMS, the Office of
Inspector General (OIG) and commercial
payor fraud units. To protect your
company, know what your payors’ policies

TIME: 1:00 PM Eastern Daylight Time
(12:00 Noon CDT, 11:00 AM, MDT,
10:00 AM PDT)

are; write for clarification if you are not

PROGRAM LENGTH: 2 HOURS

sure. Make sure your coders know when
coding patterns and pay special attention

LOCATION: Any Multi-Media
Computer, playing
on RealPlayer

to those that are identified by CMS as

REGISTRATION FEE:

payor rules conflict with CPT. Review

having a very high error rate in reviews.

▲ HBMA Members: $199

Many carriers publish the result of their

▲ Non-Members: $249

reviews and audits on their Web site to
assist you in accurately coding based on
the medical record documentation.

▲

Holly Louie, RN, CHBME, is compliance

REGISTER ON-LINE AT www.hbma.com

»»»

officer at PMI in Boise, ID. She can be
reached at holly@pmiboise.com.
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